Oscilloscope users often need to make higher-resolution frequency measurements than their conventional oscilloscope is designed to handle. Most digital oscilloscopes available today are capable of making only about 4-digit frequency measurements. If you need to make higher-resolution frequency measurements, you can use a universal frequency counter such as the Agilent Technologies 53131A. Frequency counters can make much more accurate frequency measurements with frequency resolution typically up to 12 digits, and they offer a complete set of test and analysis features. In this application note, we examine an alternative to making frequency measurement with up to 8 digits of resolution using the built-in counter function on the InfiniiVision oscilloscopes.
Standard 5-digit resolution
The Agilent InfiniiVision Series oscilloscopes come with an internal hardware counter to accommodate accurate, high-resolution frequency measurements. The scope counter measurement provides 5 digits of resolution, which gives you approximately 5 digits of accuracy. This feature allows you to make much more accurate frequency measurements on signals. Five digits is one part in one hundred thousand, or about 0.001% of the displayed number. Relative to the standard frequency measurement of the oscilloscope based on the delta time measurement of the digitized waveform samples, the counter measurement accuracy is much less dependent on the time base settings and the sample rate of the on-screen measurement. The frequency measurement is most accurate when one cycle occupies the whole screen. The scope's counter measurement itself is designed to be very easy to use. It uses the trigger level of the scope as the trigger level for the counter. The measurement is invoked and displayed like any other oscilloscope measurement.

Figure 1. Agilent InfiniiVision oscilloscopes come with an internal 5-digit hardware counter to accommodate accurate, high-resolution frequency measurements.
Up to 8 digit resolution with external time base

If you use an external 10-MHz reference, the counter is as accurate as the externally fed 10-MHz signal, and the measurement resolution is increased. The 10-MHz REF BNC connector on the rear panel is provided so you can supply a more accurate clock signal to the scope.

To drive the scope’s time base from an external clock reference, connect a 10-MHz square or sine wave reference signal to the 10-MHz REF BNC input on the rear panel and go to the Utility > Options > Rear Panel menu and select Ref signal mode to 10 MHz input. The working 10-MHz input voltage is 180 mV to 1 V in amplitude, with a 0-V to 2-V offset. To get the highest resolution, the time/div setting should be at 200 mS/div or slower. With this setting, the resolution is increased to up to 8 digits, which is what would be displayed if you used an external 10-MHz reference. When the internal reference is used (Ref signal mode is set to off), the scope displays counter measurement in 5 digits. The counter measurements can measure frequencies up to the bandwidth of the scope. The minimum frequency supported is 1/(2x gate time).

The Agilent 33250A function/arbitrary waveform generator has more accurate 3-ppm time base output. So any test set up or bench with both a 33250A and InfiniiVision scope can get much improved counter measurements from the scope if the time base is supplied by the function generator. Also, the scope time base is then exactly matched to the stimulus, so you can delay out 1,000 cycles of an arbitrary waveform and be sure you are in the right place.

Accuracy

Basically, the counter measurement with the InfiniiVision oscilloscope is as accurate as the time base reference that is used. The 6000 Series oscilloscope’s time base uses a built-in 10-MHz reference that has an accuracy of 15 ppm or 0.0015%. This means that the number we display is within 0.0015% of the actual number. If you are measuring a 66,667-Hz signal using the scope’s counter measurement, you are measuring the signal with approximately 1-Hz accuracy.

$$66,667 \text{ Hz} \times 15 \text{ ppm} (0.0015\%) = \pm 1.000005\text{Hz}$$

If you use the 33250A function/arbitrary waveform generator reference (3 ppm), the measurement accuracy is increased.

$$66,667 \text{ Hz} \times 3 \text{ ppm} (0.0003\%) = \pm 0.200001\text{Hz}$$
Driving an external frequency counter
To make even more accurate frequency measurements, you can make a coordinated frequency measurement with the InfiniiVision oscilloscope and an external frequency counter. You can select either Source Frequency or Source Frequency/8* to be output at the trigger out BNC connector on the rear panel of the oscilloscope. In this mode, the trigger out BNC is connected to the output of the trigger comparator. In other words, the comparator output of input signals is present at the trigger out terminal, so you can connect the trigger out of the scope and the input of an external frequency counter to make higher accuracy/resolution frequency measurements on the counter while the signal waveform is monitored on the scope. This is a particularly useful application when it comes to making crystal oscillator frequency measurements in the manufacturing test environment.

* Source Frequency/8 mode is available on the InfiniiVision 300-MHz to 1-GHz scope models.

Conclusion
For frequency measurements with increased resolution on the Agilent InfiniiVision oscilloscopes, try using a built-in 5-digit hardware counter measurement. The counter resolution can be increased up to 8 digits with an external 10-MHz reference.

Figure 3. To make even more accurate frequency measurements, you can make a coordinated frequency measurement with the InfiniiVision oscilloscopes and an external frequency counter.
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